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A simple device has been produced for regenerating binary pxdses directly

at microwave frequencies. To determine (he capabiHlies of such devices one

of them was included in a circulating test loop in ivhich pidse groups were

passed through the device a large number of times. Results indicate thai

even in the presence of serious noise and bandwidth UmHafions pidses can

be regenerated many times and still show no noticeable deterioration. Pic-

tures of circulated pidses are included which illustrate performance of the

regenerator.

INTRODUCTION

The chief advantage of a transmission system employinj^ t)iiiary pulses

resides in the possibility of regenerating such pulses at inter\'a!s along

the route of transmission to prevent the accumulation of distortion due

to noise, bandwidth limitations and other effects. This makes it possible

to take the total allowable deterioration of signal in each section of a

long relay system rather than having to make each link sufficiently good

to prevent total accumulated distortion from becoming excessive. This

has been pointed out by a nimiher of writers.'-

W. M. GoodalP has shown the feasibility of transmitting television

signals in binary foi-m. Such transmission requires a considerable amount

of bandwidth; a seven digit system, for example, would re(]uii"e trans-

mission of seventy million pulses per second. This need for wide bands

makes the microwave range an attractive one in which to work. S. E.

Miller'' has pointed out that a binary system employing regeneration

might prove to be especially advantageous in waveguide transmission.
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Fig. 1 — A typical regenerative repeater shown in block form.

That the Bell System is interested in the long-distance transmission

of television and other broad-band signals is evident from the number

of miles of such broad-band circuits, both coaxial cable and microwave

radio/ now in service. These circuits provide high-grade transmission

because each repeater was designed to have a very flat frequency charac-

teristic and linear phase over a considerable bandwidth. Furthermore,

these characteristics are very carefully maintained. For a binary pulse

system employing regeneration the requirements on flatness of band and

linearity of phase can be relaxed to a considerable degree. The compo-

nents for such a system should, therefore, be simpler and less expensive

to build and maintain. Reduced maintenance costs might well prove to

be the chief virtue of the binary system.

Since the chief advantage of a binary system lies in the possibility of

regeneration it is obvious that a very important part of such a system is

the regenerative repeater employed. Fig. 1 shows in block form a typical

broad-band, microwave repeater. Here the input, which might come from

either a radio antenna or from a waveguide, is first passed through a

proper microwave filter then amplified, probably by a traveling-wave

amplifier. The amplified pulses of energy are regenerated, filtered, am-

plified and sent on to the next repeater. The experiment to be described

here deals primarily with the block labeled "Regenerator" on Fig. -1.

In these first experiments one of our main objectives was to keep the

repeater as simple as possible. This suggests regeneration of pulses

directly at microwave frequency, which for this experiment was chosen

to be 4 kmc. It was suggested by J. R. Pierce and W. D. Lewis, both of

Bell Telephone Lal>oratories, that further simplification might be made

possible by accepting only partial instead of complete regeneration.

This suggestion was adopted.

For the case of complete regeneration each incoming pulse inaugurates

a new pulse, perfect in shape and correctly timed to be sent on to the

~
B A. A. Roctken, K. D. Smith and R. W. Friis, The TD-2 System, B. S. T. J.,

Oct., 1951, Part II.
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next repeater. Thus noise and other disturbing effects are completely

eliminated and the output of each repeater is identical to the original

signal which entered the system. For the case of partial regeneration

incoming pulses are retimed and reshaped only as well as is possible with

simple equipment. Obviously the difference !)etween complete and partial

regeneration is one of degree.

One object of the experiment was to determine how well such a partial

regenerator would function and what price must be paid for employing

partial instead of complete regeneration. The regenerator developed

consists simply of a waveguide hybrid junction with a silicon crystal

diode in each side arm. It appears to meet the requirement of simplicity

in that it coml)ines the functions of amplitude slicing and pulse retiming

in one unit. A detailed description of this unit will be given later. Al-

though the purpose of this experiment was to determine what could be

accomplished in a very simple repeater we must keep in mind that

superior performance would be obtained from a regenerator which ap-

proached more nearly the ideal. For some applications the better re-

generator might result in a more economical system even though the

regenerator itself might be more complicated and more expensive to

produce.

METHOD OF TESTING

The regeneration of pulses consists of two functions. The first function

is that of removing amplitude distortions, the second is that of restoring

each pulse to its proper time. The retiming problem divides into two

parts the first of which is the actual retiming process and the second

that of ol>taining the proper timing pulses with which to perform this

function. In a practical commercial system timing information at a

repeater would probably be derived from the incoming signal pulses.

There are a number of problems involved in this recovery of timing

pulses. These are being studied at the present time but were avoided in

the experiment described here by deriving such information from the

local synchronizing gear.

Since the device we are dealing with only partially regenerates pulses

it is not enough to study the performance of a single unit — we should

like to have a large number operating in tandem so that we caii observe

what happens to pulses as they pass through one after another of these

regenerators. To avoid the necessity of building a large number of luiits

the pulse circulating technique of simulating a chain of repeaters was

employed. Fig. 2 shows this circulating loop in block form.
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Fig. 2 — The circulating loop.

To provide RF test pulses for this loop the output of a 4 kmc, cw

oscillator is gated by baseband pulse groups in a microwave gate or

modulator. The resultant microwave pulses are fed into the loop (heavy

line) through hybrid junction No. 1. They are then amplified by a trav-

eling-wave amplifier the output of which is coupled to the pulse regen-

erator through another hybrid junction (No. 2). The purpose of this

hyl)rid is to provide a position for monitoring the input to the regen-

erator. A monitoring position at the output of the regenerator is pro-

vided by a third hybrid, the main output of which feeds a considerable

length of waveguide which provides the necessary loop delay. At the far

end of the waveguide another hybrid (No. 4) makes it possible to feed

noise, which is derived from a traveling-wave amplifier, into the loop.

The combined output after passing through a band pass filter is ampli-
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fied by another traveling-wave amplifier and fed back into the loop in-

put thus completing the circuit.

The synchronizing ef|uipment starts out with an oscillator going at

approximately 78 kf. A pulse generator is locked in step with this os-

cillator. The output of the pulser is a negative 3 microsecond pulse as

shown in Fig. 3A. After being amplified to a level of about 75 volts

this pulse is applied to the helix of the first traveling-wave tube to re-

duce the gain of this tube during the 3-microsecond interval. Out of each

1 2.8iJ.8ec interval pulses are allowed to circulate for O.Smsgc but are blocked

for the remaining 3aih(''' thus allowing the loop to return to the quiescent

condition once tluring each period as shown on Figs. 3A and 3C.

The Sfxsec pulse also synchronizes a short-pulse generator. This unit

delivers pulses which are about 25 millimicroseconds long at the base

and spaced by VI.SfiaQc, i.e., with a repetition frequency of 78 kc. Sec

Fig. 3B.

In order to simulate a PCM system it was decided to circulate pulse

CIRCULATING INTERVAL
g.a^s

QUENCHING
INTERVAL

(A) GATING CYCLE

{Bl SHORT SYNCHRONIZING PULSES

--24 GROUPS OF PULSES

(C) CIRCULATING PULSE GROUPS

I GROUP GROUP GROUP
II 2 3

^100MUS-*J k-----*W-0.4/^S—»| i (D)pULSE GROUPS (EXPANDED)
|300M/iS|

I I

TIME

(E)TIMING WAVE (40MC) EXPANDED

Fig. 3 — Timing events in the circulating loop.
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groups rather than individual pulses through the system. These were

derived from the pulse group generator which is capable of delivering

any number up to 5 pulses for each short input pulse. These pulses are

about 15 milli-microseconds long at the base and spaced 25 milli-micro-

seconds apart. The amplitude of each of these pulses can be adjusted

independently to any value from zero to full amplitude making it pos-

sible to set up any combination of the five pulses. These arc the pulses

which are used to gate, or modulate, the output of the 4-kmc oscillator.

The total delay around the waveguide loop including TW tubes, etc.,

was 0.4Msec or 400 milli-microseconds. This was sufficient to allow time

between pulse groups and yet short enough that groups could circulate

24 times in the available O.S^sec interval. This can be seen from Figs.

3C and 3D. The latter figure shows an expanded view of circulating

pulse groups. The pulses in Group 1 are inserted into the loop at the

beginning of each gating cycle, the remaining groups result from circu-

lation around the loop.

When all five pulses are present in the pulse groups the pulse repeti-

tion frequency is 40 mc. (Pulse interval 25 milli-microseconds). For this

condition timing pulses should be supplied to the regenerator at the rate

of 40 million per second. These pulses are supplied continuously and not

in groups as is the case with the circulating pulses. See Fig. 3E. In order

to maintain time coincidence between the circulating pulses and the tim-

ing pulses the delay around the loop must be adjusted to be an exact

multiple of the pulse spacing. In this experiment the loop delay is equal

to 16-pulse intervals. Since timing pulses arc obtained by harmonic

generation from the quenching frequency as will l^e discussed later this

frequency must be an exact submultiple of pulse repetition frequency.

In this experiment the ratio is 512 to 1.

Although the above discussion is based on a five-pulse group and

40-mc repetition frequency it turned out that for most of the experi-

ments described here it was preferable to drop out every other pulse,

leaving three to a group and resulting in a 20-mc repetition frequency.

The one exception to this is the limited-band-width experiment which

will he descrilied later.

For all of the experiments described here timing pulses were derived

from the 78-kc (luenchuig frequency by harmonic generation. A pulse

with a width of 25 milli-microseconds and with a 78-kc repetition fre-

quency as shown in Fig. 3B supplied the input to the timing wave gen-

erator. This generator consists of several stages of limiting amplifiers all

tuned to 20 mc, followed by a locked-in 20-mc oscillator. The output of

the amplifier consists of a train of 20-mc sine waves with constant ampli-
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tude for most of the 12.8^sec period but falling off somewhat at the end
of the period. This train locks in the oscillator which oscillates at a con-

stant amplitude over the whole period and at a frequency of 20 mc.

Timing pulses obtained from the cathode circuit of the oscillator tube

provided the timing waves for most of the experiments. For the experi-

ment wheT'e a 40-mc timing wave was required it was obtained from the

20 mc train by means of a frequency doubler. For this case it is necessary

for the output of the timing wave generator to remain constant in ampli-

tude and fixed in phase for the 512-pulse interval between synchronizing

pulses.

In spite of the stringent requirements placed upon the timing equip-

ment it functioned well and maintained synchronism over adequately

long periods of time without adjustment.

PERFORMANCE OF REGENERATOR

Performance of the regenerator under various conditions is recorded

on the accompanying illustrations of recovered pulse envelopes. The
first experiment was to determine the effects of disturbances which arise

at only one point in a system. Such effects were simulated by adding

disturbances along with the group of pulses as they were fed into the

circulating loop from the modulator. This is equivalent to having them
occur at only the first repeater of the chain.

Some of the first experiments also involved the use of extraneous

pulses to represent noise or distortion since these pulses could be syn-

chronized and thus studied more readily than could random effects. In

Fig. 4A the first pulse at the left represents a desired digit pulse with

its amplitude increased by a burst of noise, the second pulse represents

a clean digit pulse, and the third pulse a burst of noise. This group is at

the input to the regenerator. Fig. 4B shows the same group of pulses

after traversing the regenerator once. The pulses are seen to be shortened

due to the gating, or retiming, action. There is also seen to be some ampli-

tude correction, i.e. the two desired pulses are of more nearly the same
amplitude and the undesired pulse has been reduced in relative ampli-

tude. After a few trips through the regenerator the pulse group was
rendered practically perfect and remained so for the rest of the twenty-

four trips around the loop. Fig. 4C shows the group after 24 trips. In

another experiment pulses were circulated for 100 trips without deteri-

oration. Nothing was found to indicate that regeneration could not be

repeated indefinitely.

Figs. oA and 5B represent the same conditions as those of 4A and 4B
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Fig. 4 — Effect of vegeneratioii on distiirbiiuces which occur at only one re-

peiitor. A — Input to regenerator, original signal. B — Output of regenerator,

first trip. C — Output of regenerator, 24th trij}.

Fig. 5 — Effect of regeneration on clisturbanceB which occur at only one re-

later. A — Input to regenerator, first four groups. B — Output of regenerator,

8t four groups, C — Output of regenerator, increased input level.

Fig. 5

pe
first
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Fig, 6 — EfTecL of rpgeneration on disturbances which occur at only one re-
peater. A — Input to regenerator, original signal. B ^ Output of regenerator,
first trip. C — Output of regenerator, 24th trip.

except that the oscilloscope sweep has been contracted in order to show
the progressive effects produced by repeated passage of the signal through

the regenerator. Fig. 5B shows that after the pulses have passed thi'ough

the regenerator only twice all visible effects of the disturbances have

been removed. Fig. oC shows the effect of simply increasing the RF
pulse input to the regenerator by approximately 4 db. The small "noise"

pulse w-hich in the pre\'ious case was quickly dropped out because of

jjoing i)elow the slicing level has now come up above the slicing level

and so builds up to full amplitude after only a few trips through the

regenerator. Note that in the cases shown in Figs. 4 and 5 discrimination

against iniwanted pulses has been purely on an amplitude basis since

the gate has been unblocked to pulses with amplitudes above the slicing

level whenever one of these disturbing pulses was present.

For Fig. GA conditions are the same as for Fig. -lA except that an ad-

ditional pulse has been added to simulate intersymbol noise or inter-

ference. Fig. fiB indicates that after only one trip through the regenerator

the effect of the added pulse is very small. After a few trips the effect

is completely eliminated leaWng a practically perfect group which con-

tinues on for 24 trips as shown by Fig. 6C. For the intersymbol pulse,

discrimination is on a time basis since this interference occurs at a time
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fi^. 7 — Effect of regenerating in amplitude without retiming. A — Output of

rcgeneriitor, no timing, firt trip. B — Output of regenerator, no timing, 10th trip.

Output of regenerator, no timing, 23rd trip.

when no gating pulse is present and hence finds the gate blocked regard-

less of amplitude.

To show the need for retiming the pictures shown on Figs. 7 and 8

were taken. These were taken with the amplitude slicer in operation but

with the pulses not being retimed. Figs. 7A, 7B and 7C, respectively,

show the output of the slicer for the first, tenth and twenty-third trips.

After ten trips, there is noticeable time jitter caused by residual noise

in the system; after 23 trips this jitter has become severe though pulses

are still recognizable. It should be pointed out that for this experiment

no noise was purposely added to the system and hence the signal-to-

noise ratio was much better than that which would probably be encoun-

tered in an operating system. For such a system we would expect time

jitter effects to build up much more rapidly. For Fig. 8 conditions are

the same as for Fig. 7 except that the pulse spacing is decreased by the

addition of an extra pulse at the input. Now, after ten trips, time jitter

is bad and after 23 trips the pulse group has become little more than a

smear. This increased distortion is probably due to the fact that less

jitter is now required to cause overlap of pulses. There may also be some

effects due to change of duty cycle. For Fig. there was neither slicing

nor retiming of pulses. Here, pulse groups deteriorate very rapidly to

nothing more than blobs of energy. Note that there is an increase of
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Fig, 8 — Effect of regenerjiting in am|jlitiirie without retiming. A — Output of
regenerator, no timing, first trip. B — Output of regpnerator, no timing, 10th
trip. C — Output of regenerator, no timing, 23rd trip.

Fig. — Pnlae.s cireuhiting through the loop without regeneration. A — Origi-
nal input. B —4th trip without regeneration. C — 20tli to 24th trip without re-
generation.
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Fig. 10 — The regeneration of band-limited pulses. A — Input to regenerator,

first two groups. B — Output of regenerator, first two groups. C — Output of

regenerator, 24th trip.

amplitude with each trip around the loop indicating that loop gain was

slightly greater than unity. Without the sheer it is difficult to set the

gain to exactly unity and the amplitude tends to either increase or de-

crease depending upon whether the gain is greater or less than unity.

Kesults indicated by the pictures of Fig 9 are possibly not typical of a

properly functioning system but do show what happened in this par-

ticular system when regeneration was dispensed with.

Another important function of regeneration is that of overcoming

band-limiting effects. Figs. 10 and 11 show what can be accomplished.

For this experiment the pulse groups inserted into the loop were as shown

at the left in Fig. lOA. These pulses were 15 milli-microseconds wide at

the base and spaced by 25 milli-microseconds which corresponds to a

repetition frequency of 40 mc. After passing through a baud-pass filter

these pulses were distorted to the extent shown at the right in Fig. IDA.

From the characteristic of the filter, as shown on Fig. 12, it is seen that

the bandwidth employed is not very different from the theoretical min-

imum required for double sideband transmission. This minimum char-

acteristic is shown by the dashed lines on Fig. 12. Fig. lOB shows that

at the output of the regenerator the effects of band limiting have been

removed. This is borne out by Fig. IOC which shows that after 24 trips

the code group was still practically perfect. It should be pointed out

that the pulses traversed the filter once for each trip around the loop,
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Fig. 11 — The regeneration of b;ind-limited piilsPs. A — Input to regenerator,
first two proupB. B — Output of regenerator, first two groups. C — Output of re-
generator, 241 h trip.

that is for each trip the input to the regenerator was as shown at the right

oi" Fig. J.OA and the output as shown by Fig. lOB. It is important to

note that Fig. 12 represents the frequency characteristic of a single link

of the simulated system. The pictures of Fig. 11 show the same experi-

ment but this time with a different code group. Any code group which

we could set up with our five digit pulses was transmitted equally well.

In order to detei-mine the breaking point of the experimental system,

broad-band noise obtained from a tra\'eling-wave amplifier was added
into the system as shown on Fig. 2. The breaking point of the system is

the noise level which is just sufficient to start producing errors at the

output of the system.* The noise is seen to he band-limited in exactly

the same way as the signal. With the system adjusted to operate properly

the le\el of addetl noise was increased to the point where errors became
barely discernible after 24 trips around the loop. Noise level was now
reduced slightly (no errors discernible) and the ratio of rms signal to rms
noise measui'ed. Fig. 13A shows the input to the regenerator for the 23rd

and 24th trips with this amount of noise added. Note that the noise has

* The type of noise eni])loyed has a Gaussian amplitude distribution and there-
fore there was iictiuilly no definite l)reaking jioint — the rate at which errors oc-
curred iiicrPa.se(l conlinuousiy as noise amplitude was increased. Tlie breaking
point was lalicn aa the noise level at which errors became barely discernible on
the viewing oacilIosco|je. More accurate measurements made in other experiments
indicale lliat Ibis is a fairly satisfactory criterion.
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Fig. 12 — Chariicteriatica of the biuid-pnsa mirrowtive filter.
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Fig. 13. — The regeneration of pulses in the presence of l)ro!id-lniiul, nuulom

noise lidded at each repeater. A — Input to reKeiierator, 23rd and 24th trips,

hroad-liaiid noise added. B — Input to regenerator, 23rd and 24tli trips, no added

noise. C — 20-mc timing wave.
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Fig. 14 — Tlie regeneration of pulses in the presence of interference occurring
at eacli repeator. A — Original signal with added moduhited carrier interference,
n — Inpnl to regenerator, 24lh trip, modulated earrier interference. C — Output
of regenenilor, 2-llh tri]T, modulated carrier interference.

pi'ocluced a conRiderable ht'oadoiiing of the oHcilloscnpe trace. Fig. 13B
shu\v'H the siiiiie pulse group.s with no added iioiwe. These photograplis are

inchidedto give some idea as to how bad the noise was at the brealiing

point of the system. Of course maximum noise peaks occur rather infre-

(|uently and do not show on the photograph. At the output of the re-

generator effects due to noise were barely discernible. This output looked

so nutch like that shown at Fig. 14C' that no separate photogi-aph is

shown for it.

Figs. 14A, I4B and 14C show the effects of a cHfferent type of inter-

ference upon the system. This (Hsturbance was ])r(iduced by adding into

the system a carrier of exactly the same frequency as the signal carrier

(4 kiuc) but modulated by a 14-mc wave, a frequency in the same order

as the pulse rate. Here again the level of the interference was adjusted

to b(! just I'.elow the breaking point of the system. A comparison between
Figs. 14H and 14C gives convincing evidence that the regenerator has

substantially restored the waveform.

For the case of the interfering signal a ratio of signal to interference

of 10 db on a peak-to-peak basis was measuied when the interference

was just below the breaking point of the system. This, of coinse, is 4 db
above the theoretical value for a perfect regenei-ator. For the case of
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l)roa(l-|-)aiKl random noise an rms Kignal to noiso ratio of 20 dh was meas-

ured.* This compareH with a ratio of IS db as measured liy Messrs.

Meacham and Peterson for a system employing complete regeneration

and a single repeater, f

Recently, A. F. Dietiieh repeated the circulating loop experiment at

a radio freciuency of 11 kmc. His determinations of required signal-to-

noise ratios are sul.stantially the same as those reported here. From the

vai'ious experiments wo conclude that for a long chain of properly func-

tioning regenerative repeaters of the type discussed here practically

pei-fect transmission is obtained as long as the signal-to-noise ratio at

the input to each repeater is 20 db or better on an rnis basis. In an operat-

ing system it might he desirable to increase this ratio to 23 db to take

care of defi<'iencies in automatic gain controls, power changes, etc.

Fi'om the experiments we also conclude that the price we pay for using

partial instead of complete regenei-ation is about 3 to 4 db increase in

the required signal-to-noise ratio. In a radio system which provides a

fading margin this penalty would be less since the probability that two

or more adjacent links will reach maximum fades simultaneously is very

small. Under these conditions only one repeater at a time would be near

the breaking point and the system would behave much as though the

repeater provided complete regeneration.

TIMING

Although we have considered the problem of retiming of signal pulses

up to now we have not discussed the problem of obtaining the necessary

timing pulses to perform this function, but have simply assumed that a

source of such pulses was available. As was mentioned earlier timing

pulses would probably be derived from the signal pulses in a practical

system. These pulses would be fed into some narrow^ band amplifier

tuned to pulse repetition frequency. The output of this eii'cuit could be

made to be a sine wave at repetition fre(!uency if gaps between the input

pulses were not too great. Timing pulses could be derived from this suie

wave. This timing equipment could be similar to that u.sed in these ex-

periments and described earlier. Further study of the problems of ob-

taining timing information is being made.

* For Gaussian noise it is nnt possible to specify a t.hcoretifial value of minimum
S/N ratio without apecifyiiig the tolerable percrnta^e of errors. For the number of

errors detectable on tlie oscillost-ope it seems riisonable to assume a 12 db peak

faclor for the noise. The pejik factor for the sinnal is 3 db. The 6 <il) peak S/N
which would be reiiuired for an ideal regenerator then becomes 15 (il» on an rms

basis.

t L. A. Meacham and IC. I'eterson, B. S. T. J., p. 43, Jan., 194S.
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Fig. I5A — Low-freqiiency equivalent of the partial regenerator.

DESCRIPTION OF REGENERATOR

This dc\'ire rcgenorates pulses by performing on them the operations

of ''sliciuf^" and retiming.

An ideal slicer iw a device with an input-output characteristics such as

shown by the (hiHlicd linos of Fig. 15C. It is seen that for all input levels

below the so-called islicing level transmission through the device is zero

but that for all amplitudes greater than this value the output level is

finite and constant. Thus, all input voltages which are le.ss than the slic-

ing level have no effect upon the output whereas all input voltages

greater than the slicing level produce the same amplitude of output.

Normally conditions are adjusted so that the slicing level is at one-half

V, Vj

INPUT LEVEL —

Fig. 15B — Characteristics of the separate branches with differential bias.
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FiK. 16C — Resultant output with differential bias.
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Fig. 15D — Characteristics of the separate branches an<l rcaultant output with

equal biases.

of peak pulse amplitude— then at the output of the slicer there will be

no effect whatsoever from disturbances unless these disturbances exceed

half of the pulse amplitude. It is this slicing action which removes the

amplitude effects of noise. Time jitter effects are removed by retiming,

i.e., the device is made to have high loss regardless of input level except

at those times when a gating pulse is present.

Fig. 15A show.s schematically a low-frequency equivalent of the re-

generator used in these experiments. Here an input line divides into two

identical branches isolated from each other and each with a diode shunted

across it. The outputs of the two branches are recomhined through neces-

sary isolators to form a single output. The phase of one branch is re-

versed before recombination, so that the final output is the difference

between the two individual outputs.

Fig. 15B shows the input-output characteristics of the two branches

when the diodes are biased back to be non-conducting by means of Ijias

voltages Vi and V2 respectively. For low levels the input-output char-

acteristic of both branches will be linear and have a 45° slope. As soon
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as the input voltage in a l)ranch reaches a vahie e(]ual to that of the back

l)ias the diode will start to eonduet, thus absorbing power and decrease

the slope of the characteristic. The output of Branch 1 starts to flatten

off when the input reaches the vahie Vi , while the output of Branch 2

does not flatten until the input reaches the value V2 . The combined

output, which is equal to the differences of the two branch outputs, is

then that shown by the solid line of Fig. 15C and is seen to have a transi-

tion legion between a low output and a high output level. If the two
branches are accurately balanced and if the signal voltage is large com-

pared to the differential bias Vo — Vi the transition becomes sharp and

the device is a good slicer.

If the two diodes are equally biased as shown on Fig. 15D the outputs

of the two branches should be nearly equal regardless of input and the

total output, which is the difference between the two branch outputs,

will always be small.

Fig. 16 shows a microwave equivalent of the eircuit of Fig. 15A. In

the microwave structure lengths of wave-guide replace the wire lines and

branching, recombining and isolation are accomplished by means of

hybrid junctions. The hybrid shown here is of the type known as the lA
junction.

Fig. 17 shows another equivalent microwave structure employing only

one hybrid. This is the type used in the experiments described here. The
output consists of the combined energies reflected from the two side

arms of the junction. With the junction connected as shown phase rela-

tionships are such that the output is the difference between the reflec-

%T.I ^Hrw,"1-

TERMINATION

l-^W^

Fig. 16 — Microwave regenerator.
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tions from the two side arms so that when conditions in the two arms

are identical there is no output. The crystal diodes coupled to the side

arms are equivalent to those shunted across the two Imes of Fig. 15A.

Fig. 18, which is a plot of the measured input-output characteristic

of the regenerator used in the loop test, shows how the device acts as a

combined slicer and retimer. Curve A, ohtained with equal biases on the

two diodes, is the chai-acteristic with no gatinp pulse applied i.e. the

diodes are normally biased in this manner. It is seen that this condition

produces the maximum of loss through the device. By shifting one diode

bias so as to produce a differential of 0.5 volt the characteristic changes

to that of Curve B. This differential bias can be supplied by the timing

pulse in such a way that this pulse shifts the characteristic from that

shown at A to that shown at B thus decreasing the loss through the de-

vice by some 12 to 15 db during the time the pulse is present. In this way

the regenerator is made to act as a gate — though not an ideal one.

We see from curve B that with the differential bias the device has the

characteristic of a slicer — though again not ideal. For lower levels of

input there is a region over which the input-output characteristic is

S([uare law with a one db change of input producing a two db change of

output. This region is followed by another in which limiting is fairly

pronounced. At the 8-db input level, which is the point at which limiting

sets in, the loss through the regenerator was measured to be approxi-

mately 12 db. The characteristic shown was found to be reprodu(^ible

both in these experiments at 4 kmc and in those by A. F. Dietrich at

11 kmc.

For a perfect slicer only an infinitesimal change of input level is re-

RF
INPUT ARM 1

AAA^-]__

Fig. 17 —Microwave regenerator employing a single hybrid junction.
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Fig. 18 — Static rhiirjicteristirs of tlie regenerator employed in these experiments.

(|iiifcd to chaiifije the (Hilptit from zero to nuixiinum. The input le\Tl at

which this liansition takes phtee is the slicing level and has a very defi-

nite value. For a charactei-jstic such as that .shown on Fig. 18 this point

is not at all definite and the question arises as to how one determines the

slicing level for such a device. Ol)viously this point should he somewhere
on the portion of the characteri.stir where expan-sion takes place. In the

case of the circulating loop the slicing level is the level for which total

gain around the loop is exactly equal to unity. Why this is so can he seen

from Fig. li) whicii is a plot of gain \-ersus input le\'el for a repeater

contiiining a sHcer with a charactcrislic as shown hy (ur\'e B of Fig. 18.

Ainplihcrs are necessary in the loo|) to make up for loss through the re-

generator and othei' coniponents, For Fig. !i) we assume that these

amplifiers have lieen adjusted so that gain around the loop is exactly

luiity for an input pulse having a peak amplitude corresponding to the
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Fig 19 — Gain cluiracteristica of a repeater providing partial regeneration.

point P' of Fig. 18. On Fig. 19 all other levels are shown in reference to

this unity-gain vakie.

From Fig. 19 it is obvious that a pulse which starts out in the loop

with a peak amplitude exactly equal to the reference, or slicing level,

will continue to circulate without change of amplitude since for this

level there is unity gain around the loop. A pulse with amplitude greater

than the slicing level will have its amplitude increased by each passage

through a regenerator until it eventually reaches a value of +6 db. It

will continue to circulate at this amplitude, for here also the gain around

the loop is unity.* Any pulse with peak amplitude le.ss than the reference

level will have its amplitude decreased by successive trips through the

regenerator and eventually go to zero. We also see that the greater the

departure of the amplitude of a pulse from the slicing level the more

effect the regenerator has upon it. This means that the device acts much

more powerfully on low level noise than on noise with pulse peaks near

the slicing level. As examples consider first the case of noise peaks only

1 db below slicing level at the input (peak S/N = 7 db). At this level

there is a 1 db loss through the repeater so that at the output the noise

peaks will be 2 db below reference to give a S/N ratio of 8 db. Next

* Note that the +6-db level is at a point of stable equilibrium whereas at the

slicing level equilibrium is unstable.
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consider noise with a peak level 5 db below slicing level (S/N =11 db)

at the input. The loss at this level is 5 db resulting in a noise level 10 db

below reference to give a S/N ratio of 16 db. We see that a 4 db improve-

ment in *Sr/A^ ratio at the input results in an 8 db improvement in this

ratio at the output.

Everything which was said above concerning the circulating loop ap-

plies equally to a chain of identical repeaters. To set the effective slicing

level at half amplitude at each repeater in a chain one would first find

two points on the sheer characteristics such as P and P' of Fig. 18. The

point 7* should be in the region of expansion and P' in the limiting region.

Also the points should be so chosen that a 6 db increase of input from

that at point P results in a 6 db increase in output at the point P'. If

now at each repeater we adjust pulse peak amplitude at the sheer input

to a value corresponding to that at point P' we will have unity gain

from one repeater to the next at levels corresponding to pulse peaks.

We will also have unity gain at levels corresponding to one half of pulse

amplitude. The efTective slicing level is thus set at half amplitude. Ob-

viously the procedure for setting the slicing level at some vahic other

than half amplitude would be practically the same. It should be pointed

out that although half amplitude is the preferred slicing level for base-

band pulses this is not the case for carrier pulses. W. R. Bennett of Bell

Telephone Lal)oratones has shown that for carrier pulses the probability

that noise of a given power will reduce signal pulses below half amplitude

is less than the probaliiiity that this same noise will exceed half ampli-

tude. This comes about from the fact that for effective cancellation there

must be a 180° phase relationship between noise and pulse carrier. For

this reason the slicing level should be set slightly above half amplitude

for a carrier pulse system.

The difference in performance between a perfect sheer and one with

characteristics such as shown on Fig. 18 are as follow.s: For the perfect

sheer no effects from noise or other disturbances are passed from one

repeater to the next. For the case of the imperfect regenerator some ef-

fects are passed on and so tend to accumulate in a chain of repeaters.

To prevent this accumulated noise from building up to the breaking

point of the system it is necessary to make the signal-to-noise ratio at

each repeater somewhat better than that which would he retiuired with

the ideal sheer. For the case of random noise the re(iuired S/N ratio

seems to be about 5 or (1 db above the theoretical value. This is due in

part to sheer deficiency and in part to other system imperfections.
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CONCLUSIONS

It is possible to build a simple dc\-ice for regenerating pulses cHrei-tly

at microwave fre(iueneies. A long cluiiu of repeaters employing this

regenerator should perform satisfactorily as long as the rms signal-to-

noise ratio at each repeater is maintained at a vahie of 20 dl) or gi-eater.

There are a numl)er of, remaining prol)[cms which must be solved before

we have a complete regenerative repeater. Some of these problems are

:

(1) Recovery of information for retiming from the incoming pulse train;

(2) Automatic gain or !e\el control lo set the slicing level at each re-

peater; (3) Simple, reliable, economical, broad-band microwave ampli-

fiers. (4) Proper filters — lioth for transmitting and receiving. Traveling-

wave tube development should eventually i-esult in amplifiers which

will meet all of the requirements set forth in (3) above. Any improve-

ments which can he made in the regenerator without adding undue

complications would also he advantageous.
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